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We would like to say a  very special thank you to 

Mrs. Ferraro for her inspiration and to her students 

for their talent. It is those students who have                        

provided the illustrations for this year’s book.  

Watercolor by  Eva Collins 



Welcome to the 2018 edition of Richard M. 

Teitelman’s Fantasies of the Mind. Once again 

we have solicited original student writings to                

entertain you.  And once again students have                

responded to the call. On the following pages you 

will find writings inspired by advice, gratitude, 

math, science and testing. Students tackled the task 

of writing  memoirs, fables and folktales,                  

demonstrating the knowledge they have gained 

this year. The  students who helped to compile 

these creative writings worked hard and found 

their inspiration in many ways and in many                

classrooms throughout this school year.  Good 

writing both entertains and provokes thought. We 

hope that you will read each of the entries in this 

literary magazine. Enjoy them. Take your time and 

think about each of the writings, and you may find 

more than what is  written on the printed page.  

No one ever said that writing is an easy 

thing to do. To share personal writing with others 

is always somewhat dangerous; one becomes             

vulnerable. We want to thank those students who 

took the time to write and had the courage to share 

their personal thoughts. You see, the writings were 

not originally for publication, but only                                

fantasies of the mind. 

 



 Mikey Flores  Gives Advice 

The cover of a book 
Is one way to judge it 
You can also take a chance 
Sometime to open it and 
See what’s there 
Who knows… maybe you’ll be surprised 

And like what you’re reading  

 

Have trust that all will be well 

Optimism is how happiness is obtained 

Put faith in the impossible 

Endeavor through the hard times to get to the good 

  -by Lahna Naputi 

 
Never ending nightmares 
Embracing your inner demons 
Violent memories bombard your mind 
Easily broken down 

Radioactive and mind melding 

Give it some time to heal from 
Imposters inside your mind 
Various reasons to keep trying 

Everlasting family and friends 

Uplifting thoughts and moments 
Patiently waiting for a new day 

 - Ashley Nelson 



Mom said to do well in school 
It sets you up for a successful life 
I follow this sometimes 
I suffer if I do badly in school 
It gets stressful and hard  
Mom gave good advice 

Thanks Mom! 

- Devon Smith  

 

 

 

 

I am tired of falling in love 

People say your hearts above 

And your head is below 

“Just go with the flow” 

But that’s not the case with me 

That’s not who I want to be 

At least not right now 

Maybe when I say my vow 

So don’t rush love 

Wait to put your heart above 

-Bell Dowe 

Painting by Bell Dowe 



Practice 
Process, System, Rule, Method 

Trust the process- practice makes perfect 

-Izzy Yorio 

 

Follow your heart 
Make sure to take your brain too 

You need to be smart 

-Brielle Unruh 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Trash, trash everywhere 
 don’t want to live like this 

I will do my part 

-Alexis Kapurelos 

Bubbles by Brielle Unruh 



3 Poems of Advice  -Cassi Alexander 

Always help others 
You never know 
What they are going through 
Somebody could be upset 
Just talk to them 
If somebody is hurt 
Help them 
If somebody falls 
Pick them up 
Just be helpful 

To everybody 

 

Kindness is the key to everything 
Include others- don’t leave people out 
Never speak before you think 

Don’t judge a book by its cover 

 

I wish somebody would have told me 
 People aren’t kind 
 People will say rude things 
 People will talk behind your back 
 The world is ruthless 
But… 
 You are amazing in every way 
 You are strong 

 You need to push past the bullies 

 

Painting by Cassi Alexander 



Anonymous Advice Poems to my Father 

When I am a dad 
I’ll never beat my kids 
I will teach them starting young 
Always help them with what they need 
I will make sure they’re always happy 
I will make sure they have lots of fun 
But I’ll get serious in different moments 

They need that 

 

What you did to me 
Was wrong- don’t put him through that 

Raise my brother right 

 

I think about the past 
Unfortunately 

I don’t think about this moment 

In my thoughts it puts a dent 
It still affects me somehow 

I don’t make good choices 

I hear my parents’ voices 
I wish I wasn’t stuck in the past 



The door may be closed 
I want to go inside there 

I know I should knock 

-Alexis Kapurelos 

 

Forgiveness is a difficult thing to get 
In order to not need it 
Think of the outcomes before you do 
Remember that no harm can be done 
If you keep your thoughts to yourself 
To turn your bad side 
Into a good side 
Learn your lesson the first time, 
Rather than the second 
So as you grow up 

You can earn yourself a new reputation 

-Zeb Hinker 

 

Temperatures dip 

Leaves turn to wonder 

Until they fall down 

-Zeb Hinker 

 



The Sounds of Fall    

  by:Keaton Thomas 

The sounds of fall, with the leaves falling, with the  
weather changing. 
The sounds of helmets clanking and of people being 
hit, stiff armed and celebrating. 
The rowdy crowds cheering their hearts out,                  
woo-hoo’s heard from the stands for miles to go. 
The coaches yelling, the players coming out of the hud-
dle with such heart. 

Let’s not forget about hockey, such a great sport. With 
the posts ringing and the people slapping on boards. 
The sound of a powerful slap shot, sounding like two 
pots being smacked together. 
Or of a wrist shot, so subtle but quick, with such  speed 
where you can’t see it. 

What about baseball? Wherever you are; It’s                
everywhere you see! 
The World Series is blaring from TV’s, and the people 
are yelling for their favorite team. 
Or the sound of people at a park playing around… a kid 
cracks a ball out of the park. 
But let’s not forget of the umpire, who can be heard all 
around with his calls of “out”  or “safe” 

Soccer has its own sounds. The skill involved with this 
sport makes your jaw FALL! (pun) 
The whistle blown as a goal is scored, or the                   
whistling of a ball as it is shot. 
Or the sound of cleats stomping down the field to get a 
ball. 
A corner kick flying across the field, and the thud as it 
lands. 

 

 



October Poem by Ian Pittman 

A leaf is like a lonely man trying to hold on                
 for dear life. 
The branch of that tree isn’t just a part of life 

It gives that leaf life. 
It nourishes it and raises it like it’s child. 
But not everything last forever. 
As it gets colder and colder the leaves shall 
 fall to the ground, 
And die. 
That green color of a leaf is not just the shade 
 of a plant 
It is also an amazing sign of life. 
To me the color green is the color of nature 
 and energy 

Of all living things. 
The wind in the tree’s make the leaves sound 
like    shh shhhhh sh sh shh shhhhhhhhhh. 
It like a thousand voices of spirits                                 
 asking for silence. 
It blows the fallen leaves on the ground 

Making a crackling sound like fire 

That wind makes the leaves dance like                   
 performers 

  

Painting by  Alyssa Campione                             



 Inspired by Folktales 

There once was a young boy named Ian.  
He went to the school of Richard M.                   
Teitelman. He was an incredibly intelligent 
student, but he had problems with                        
concentrating in class. The classmates were 
loud like fire breathing dragons. No matter 
how loud the others were, he pulled through 
his stress. He had to travel to the                            
Center of the Mind to find peace. It was a 
long and treacherous journey. First he must 
go through Noise Forrest, next climb up the 
Mountain of Distractions, and then solve the 
riddle, in order to get to the Center of his 
Mind. The riddle stated, “What is a                  
possession that can never get lost?” Ian 
knew the answer, it was a  true friend. After 
he solved the riddle, he entered the             
Center of the Mind, where he could finally 
be at peace, so he could get his work done. 
Now that he had found peace, he realized 
that you don’t need to go on an adventure 
to bring peace to yourself. All you needed 
to do is think of things that make you feel 
calm, like friendship. This was the tale of 

how Ian found peace. 

- by Ian Pittman 

 



Remembering Earth– Matt Harris 

Earth is the only planet with an atmosphere                        

 containing 21% oxygen 

A planet found in the inner solar system 

Rotates on its axis 24 hours 

Terrestrial planet 

Has a core surrounded by a mantle                            

 and a crust 

 

 

 

Remembering Jupiter   

  –Jeremiah Rivera 

Jupiter is the largest planet 

Under the atmosphere is an ocean 

Planet spins very fast 

Is known as a stormy planet 

There are three rings 

Earth could fit inside 1000 times 

Red spot is a storm 

Painting by Gianna O’Neill 



 

Blackout  

Poetry  

 

 

 

This section is dedicated to                    

Mrs. Utsch who gave us                                 

the idea and  the pages from books      

that would have been discarded,                                                       

so students could create                             

these awesome blackout poems. 

 

“Blackout poems repurpose and honor          

the memory of old, worn-out books. “ 

Blackout poetry is when a page of text is 

completely blacked out (colored over with 

permanent marker so that it is no longer 

visible) except for a select few words. 

These chosen words form the poem.                  

The rest of the text can simply be colored 

over or art work can also be added. 



 

Football 

  by Natajah Steffen 

Football player and her brother 
Beautiful fresh air 
Football 
Lined up for kick off 
Scored a touchdown 
Threw it 
Running 
Leather baby 
Teach the losers 
My brother shouted, 

“We win!” 

 

 

Blackout Poem by Robert Eckel 

A team of 120 
Dared the final push 

Of 

A still standing army 



The Search 

 by Logan Barikian 

Approaching 
He kept trying 
But no answer 

We concentrated on the search 
Called off 

Found nothing 
Learned of the fact that the 

Extremely improbable 
Highly unlikely question 

Couldn’t be answered 

Why? 

 

Lost his life or been 
Murdered? 
After some facts revealed worries 
Told he had little time left 
He was a worthless incompetent                      
 troublemaker 
Impossible to control 
Men at the end of the voyage 
His time had come 
He was throw over 

- Destiny Tillotson 



  

 

 

Natural mess 

Pretty little stars 

Grow up and 

Show disappointments 

As if about to 

Share a secret disbe-

lief 

- Sophia Nieves 

 

 

 

Sculptor 

 by Chris Malmgern 

You make you 

In your interpretation of 

Important 

You may be a small detail in the galaxy 

You will be different 

You could be anything 



Lonely Hero  
 by Adelia Ogden 

Hero 
Honored by the world 
Dreamed of  a  friend 

That would laugh 
At his joke 

 

 

Friends? 

 by Devon Smith 

Concerning 

Distressed 

Never to be trusted 

She watched and listened 
 
Prepared for foolishness 

Nobody could 

BE A FRIEND 

 



The Beach 

 By Jules Mendo 

It was fun 

The beach 

Bopping 

The water 

Beautiful 

Surrounded by 

Wonderful people 

I spend time 

Mainly every day 

I and my dearest friend 

 

Water 
 by Andrew Barber 

I could barely sit still 
I 
Jumped 
Toward 
The water 
The water I loved so 
The edge of 

Crystal blue excitement 



Blackout Poem  
 by Ashley Nelson 

The demons among the place 
Were nothing 
Failed to attend 
When all assumed 
In secret they were 
Bestowing and silent 

 

 

Faith 

 by Rylee Donaghy 

Shows impact children 
Kids should be taught 
And worked 
To instill faith 
And what is right and what is wrong 
A brighter future 

Believers 



Eternal Life 

 by Kyle Batis 

Eternal Life 
We thought Wow, 
We prayed for the Lord 
To show 
The next miracle 
Our life was 

Perfect 

 

 

 

 

 

Floods of the Mind 
 by Alyssa Cam-

pione 

The fires spread 
Burned 

Ruined beyond recovery 
Destroyed 

Abandoned dream 
Resigned from control of 

Saving 
Faced a tremendous job 

Badly damages 



To Encourage 

 by Ian Pittman 

I would be happy 
To get a chance 
To encourage 
Kids to understand 
Feelings and frustrations 
Understand themselves 

Compare their values and ideas 

 

 

The Artist 

 by Emma Rodrigues 

Must have passion as an artist 

You film with pencil 

Panels describe action and 

tricks 

Changes the story 

Artist create new 

In black and white 

The best artists jump right in 

People look for drawing 

You’re in the running 

You’ve got experience 



 

Relationships 

 by Haley Jamison 

Dallas wasn’t working out 

There were problems 

They had been awfully secretive 

Things got bad 

  An avalanche 

Monumental problem 

Enormous frustrations 

…feeling jealous 



 

Adjacent angles 

Are side by side and share a 

Common ray, the end 

- by Lex Baldwin 

 

 

There once was a great big Christmas tree 
He did not have great symmetry 
He was red 
He hit his head 

He did not understand inequalities 

 -by Brianna Reed 

 

 

There was a guy who loved math 

He was smart and went by the name Nath 

X plus 3 equals 4 

1 was the answer he swore 

And he liked to never bath 

 -by Kyle Satt 



 

I am Jeremiah 

I see a flower 

I hear rain 

I feel happy when I sing 

I am brave and kind 

I dream about the future 

I worry about school 

I want friends 

I am brave and kind 

Jeremiah Rivera 

 

 

I am Nicholas 
I see grass 
I hear birds chirping 
I feel happy 
I am Nicholas 
I dream about riding my bike 
I want to go home 
I like to eat pizza 
I am Nicholas 

-Nicholas Hall 

Zentangle by Ariana Cataldo 



I am Michael 
I see a flag 
I hear the fan 
I feel happy every day 
I am helpful and positive 
I love my family 
I worry about the environment 
I want a new house 

I am helpful and positive 

- by Michael McKelvey 

 

 

Inspired by the novel Wonder 

I am Auggie (from Wonder) 

I see poets 

I hear whispering 

I am happy when I see my friends 

I love Star Wars 

I worry about everything 

I want a new pet 

I am happy when I see my friends 

 - by Michael McKelvey 

Zentangle by          

Taylor Lerario 



I am Matt 
I see an American flag 
I hear a fan 
I feel happy 
I am athletic and nice 
I dream about my friends and family 
I worry about my friends 
I want it to be summer 

I am athletic and nice 

 - by Matt Hall 

 

 

Inspired by the novel Wonder 

I am Auggie 

I see bullies 

I hear my dog barking 

I am really smart 

I dream about my surgeries 

I want a girlfriend 

I am really smart 

 - by Matt Hall 



Mrs. Sorenson 

Sweet, helpful 

Teaching, explaining, giving 

Loves to come to school 

Caring, loving, understanding 

Smart, smiley 

Girl 
- by Madison McCoy 

 

Mrs. Noble 

Nice, kind 

Smiling, caring, helping 

She is always happy 

Loving, understanding, forgiving 

Smart, fun 

Teacher 
-by Elizabeth Gallagher 

 

Madison 
Smart, pretty 

Caring, forgiving, swimming 
Loves the Dolan twins 

Helping, understanding, loving 
Brave, friendly 

Girl 
- by Madison Murphy 



 

        “Winter” by Robbie Sleght 

Winter’s cold, with snow falling down, 

The giving feeling is all around. 

Gingerbread men going into the over, 

Santa Claus full of kindness and lovin’, 

Snowmen being built piece by piece,  

On Christmas night we eat a feast. 

Hot cocoa getting sipped, marshmallows and 

all, 

Snuggled up and warm, Christmas tree tall. 

Decorating the tree, put up the star, 

There hasn’t been a blizzard…so far. 

Spending time with the family is lots of fun, 

I hope the winter season is never done. 

 

Self Portrait by                     

Robbie Sleght                    



Pizza is yummy 

Pepperoni and bacon 

It feels like heaven. 

- by Caitlin Quinones 

 

There are many types of food 
Some can put you in the best kinds of moods 
Food can be savory or sweet 
But sweet is the best to eat 
There are a variety of fruits 
Some grow in tress and some grow on roots 
There are also many kinds of vegetables 
You can find a lot at summer festivals 
To eat is my favorite thing t do 
When people want my food I tell them to shoo   

 - Mikey Flores 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Fortnite x 2 by Logan Barikian 

Fortnite is so much fun 
You can play on a big map and run 
Battle your opponent, make sure you win 
Buy Season 4 Battle Pass to get new skins 
#1 Victory Royale is all that matters 

Make sure you talk to your squad- always chatter 

 

Fun to play 
On the go 
Run solos, duos, and even squads 
The supply drops are clutch 
Never run in a straight line 
If you find a llama open it 
To get e dub- work together 

Even if you’re not good, it is still fun 

 

Fight for your position 

Obey the coach 
Offence is needed 

The one with the most heart is best 

Battle for the ball 
Aggression is the key to good play 

Language  that is used to motivate 

Learning is the key to success 

- Aiden Gregg 



“Spring” - by Emma Wilson 

Flowers 
Colorful, lovely 

sneezing, relaxing, smiling 
it is very delightful 

Spring 

 

 

“Boat” - by  Molly David 

An old wooden boat, 

Cutting through the big 

blue seas 

Sails flap in the wind. 

 

 

“Spring” - by Jacque Jamison 

Starting to get warm 

Bees buzzing, flowers blooming 

Spring has just arrived. 

 

 Painting by Caleb Lewis 



“Beach”  

A mystic place lays at our feet. 

A place that many go during the heat. 

Ocean waves give off a mist. 

Being there will make you sun-kissed. 

The sand lies in between your toes. 

Oh, how the salty wind blows! 

Seagulls swarm throughout the sky. 

Boats purr in the sea, passing by. 

The beach is my personal pool. 

Rocks glisten in the light, a simple jewel. 

It is in fact a getaway. 

Beach, I’m coming your way! 

 -by  Jenna O’Neill 

Watercolor by                              

Taylor Larario 



“Sand and Snow” - by Jenna O’Neill 

Sand 

Hot, Windblown 

Sunbathing, De-Stressing, Laying 

Building castles, Building snowmen 

Freezing, Blinding, Twinkling 

Soft, White 

Snow 

 

 

 

 

“Dugout”  

D- designated hitter waits for their turn to hit 

U- umpire’s loud echoes 

G- gear thrown all over the ground 

O- overthrown ball rolls into area 

U- under the stadium 

T- trash thrown everywhere 

 -by Eleanor Beane-Fox 

Painting by Edward Stockton 



“Softball”  

Ball 
Yellow 

Round and hard 

Not a baseball 
Fits right in my hand 

Makes a ‘ting’ noise when hit 

The teams throws is back and forth 
Called a softball but it’s not soft 

Can get very heavy if it’s wet 
Called a dead ball if you get hit by it 

It is massive compared to a baseball 
Makes a satisfying noise when caught 

It bounces when rolled on the grass 

There are red seams on the side 
Is scary when pitched fast 

Scream “HEADS” when hit high 
Found in my bag 

Very large 
My life 

Soft 

-by Eleanor Beane-Fox 



“Dogs”  

They’re a man’s best friend 

A relationship that doesn’t end 

Dogs are furry and warm 

An animal that breaks from the norm 

A dog will put your life in good form 

They will make sure that you are safe  

 and sound 

Even if it’s an Italian Greyhound 

Some dogs like to mess around 

Some dogs jump up and down 

Some dogs can swim in a pool 

In conclusion, dogs are pretty cool. 

 - by Mikey Castellano 

 

“Love”  

L- learning to trust 

O- overly happy 

V- very grateful 

E- endlessly adoring 

-by Gianna LoMonaco 
Painting by Emma Rodrigues 



“Look”  

Look there’s a bird up in the sky, 

He dances with the clouds up oh so high. 

Look there’s a tree, 

Standing tall and pretty as can be. 

Look there’s a flower, 

From a bug’s view it could seem like a 

 tower. 

Look there’s the grass, 

As green as can be- no questions asked. 

Look there’s a river, 

Jumping in could make you shiver. 

 -by Olivia Caruso 

 

Painting by                                      

Andy Feliciano 



“Softball, My Sport”  

- by Delaney Brown 

Softball is the best 

The crack of the bat feels good 

I pitch in the game. 

 

“Football Season”  

Running down the hall 

pretending to play football. 

It’s that time of year, 

when everyone gets to cheer. 

The best quarterback got sacked, 

all our hope is on the running back. 

Throwing the ball with all his might, 

No way this team is losing this fight. 

The Super Bowl champs left with rings, 

While the losers walked away in slings. 

 - by Delaney Brown 



 

“People Like Sports”  

Most people like sports 

We all have our favorites 

All shine in our eyes. 

- by Avery Rovira-Hewett 

 

“Ice Skating”  

Skates 

steel blades on ice 

makes slices and shavings 

that coat the surface with snow. 

Some move fast and straight, 

others are slow but powerful, 

and some spin with grace. 

All make carvings 

they can be artistic 

and they can be sporadic, 

but none are permanent. 

- by Avery Rovira-Hewett 



“Basketball” by Matthew Brown 

In the heat of the moment you have to give it                       

 all you got 

And hope you aren’t the one who was forgot. 

You dribble the ball up the court 

And hope that you don’t end up falling short. 

Shoot the ball 

And hope that the shot will fall. 

Cross over the other team 

And hope that your fans are happy 

enough  

 to scream. 

Dunk the ball into the basket 

And hope the other teams                             

 ends up blowing  a gasket. 

 

“Basketball”  by Shea Bonner 

Basketball 

Fast, Competitive 

Running, Jumping, Shooting 

Love to play hard 

Hoops 

Paper Weaving by                               

Tyler Luker 



“Sports” by Shea Bonner 

S- scoring points 

P- playing for a win 

O- on the field 

R- running hard 

T- time-outs for a break 

S- screaming coaches and fans 

 

“Lacrosse” by Maddie Schiffbauer 

Lacrosse is the best, 

To win is always my quest. 

I need to play smart, 

And play from my heart. 

I believe that I will win, 

Every goal my team & I score gives me a grin 

I play my hardest every time I step on the field 

When I have the ball, I protect it with my stick           

 like a shield 

At the end of every game 

I think to myself ‘You did great, you shouldn’t                  

 be ashamed.’ 



“Zebra” -by Evan Golden 

Zebras have some stripes 

Are they white with black stripes or 

Black with some white stripes? 

 

Limerick  by Hailee Stiefel 

You always know how to make me smile 

Even when I’m trudging through this mile 

You help me get through it 

I’m out of this deep pit 

I hope you will stay for a long while. 

 

“Self Love” —Jayna Renna 

S- seeing the good in life 

E- enjoying every moment 

L- looking for good rather than the bad 

F- feeling good about yourself 

L- looking in the mirror and loving what you 

see 

O- opening up to new ideas 

V- viewing life from a positive perspective 

E- endless happy days to come 



“Flirting Flowers”  

Blooming in the Spring 

Their color brightens the world 

Dying in Winter. 

By: Anya Davids 

 

“Bird” – by Anya Davids 

B- beautiful wings 

I- inconsistent chirps 

R- ruffled feathers in the sky 

D- damaging car windows 

 

 

“Anxiety” Acrostic- Mia Feulner 

A-all emotions pour through at once 

N- no telling when it will stop 

X- x-rays come back clean 

I- inquiring what could be wrong 

E- everything 

T- totally out of control 

Y- you may know this feeling  



  

“Dog” –by Kayden Elwell 

Funny to find out 

My dog ate all my homework 

Why are you so bad? 

 

“Horse”  -Lilah Carlisle 

H- harmless 

O- outstanding 

R- rambunctious 

S- sassy 

E- exciting 

 

“Lion” by Troy Genero 

Lion 

jungle, king 

hunting, stalking, protecting 

best in the jungle 

Cat 

Self Portrait by Troy Genero 



 

 

 

 

 

 

“Fairy Tale” -by Zachary DuFault 

Once upon a time 

A glass slipper lost on stair 

Then they got married. 

 

 

 

 

Painting by Isabella Menzano 

Painting by Grace Abadie 



“Deformity” Free Verse 

She peels her face off trying to be perfect 

Each morning a piece of her dies 

Self destruction will never be worth it 

She threads a needle through her eyes. 

She sees herself through a broken mirror 

She tears off her hips, arms and thighs 

Her twisted reflection does not grow clearer 

Her flaws only live on the inside. 

She digs a hold in her stomach 

She dreams of a beautiful face 

She wishes to turn into someone else 

But she just turns to plastic and lace. 

She sells her soul to delusion 

She makes her nose disappear 

She will not ever be satisfied 

She morphs into all that she fears. 

-by  Liv Longshore 

 



 

“Beach”  

B- best thing on a hot day 

E- every wave is different than the next 

A- always packed full of people, if not seagulls 

C- crazy hair is the aftermath 

H– Hot Dog Tommies is right across the street

 - by Alyssa Lemmon 

 

 

“A Sun Soon to Reveal”  

 -by Marley Kronemeyer 

The darkness of the night, 

Begins to take flight. 

Light creeps into the sky, 

It reveals the birds that fly. 

The orange, the purple, the pink, 

The darkness continues to sink. 

The moon has retreated,  

I watch adoringly while seated. 

A golden sunrise worthy of praise 

Ends as the sun can no longer raise. 

Zentangle by Katie Suter 



The Seasons of Change - Robbie Sleght 

Winter 

Winter’s cold and way too white 

The temperature leaves a nasty bite 

It’s the season of giving and is full of love 

Don’t forget about the second turtle dove! 

Spring 

Spring’s warm, it’s very green 

Although, the bees can get quite mean 

The flowers bloom, the aroma is great 

But, it’s the pollen that I don’t appreciate! 

Summer 

Summer’s hot, it’s more of a yellow 

The sun rises early, as if to say hello 

The beach is the best, the water is fine 

Just don’t get caught on a fishing line! 

Autumn 

Autumn’s windy, it’s a nice brown 

The smell of pumpkin flies all around town 

It’s the season of giving, which makes me feel good 

And of course we start school, as we should! 



 “Friendship” –by  Julia Gibson 

Friendship is great, 

but it can also be the worst thing that                                     

has ever happened to you. 

Friendship is great when you and all of your 

friends  are super close. 

But once someone feels different                                            

it all goes downhill. 

Your friendship from there will                                   

crash and burn like a plane. 

You will go your different ways. 

Some friends might stay but others will go off. 

They will make new friends and leave                               

the old ones behind, 

like a child moving onto its next toy. 

You will be forgotten and never remembered. 

You will occasionally say “Hi” in the hallways, 

but that is it. 

Your friendship that you have had with these              

people who you thought understood you. 

Who you thought would never do anything                             

to hurt you. 

Who you thought were the best people ever 

is  now over. 

You try to get it back but you can’t. 

They refuse to talk to you and even                                   

look in your direction. 

The best thing that ever had happened to you 

is now the worst thing                                                         

that has ever happened to you. 



 

 

 

 

“Farming” by Kyla Haibach 

F- fun times 

A- animals roaming 

R- running in the cold rain 

M- making important memories 

I- investing in food for the animals 

N- never giving up on each other 

G- growing crops to eat 

 

“Country” -by Kyla Haibach 

Country 

Calming, enjoying 

Farming, working, loving 

I love country living 

Farming 

Painting by Robbie Sleght 



Summer Plan- by Devon Smith 

Swimming in the sea 
With your surfboard by your side 

Gliding over waves 

Eating Sam’s pizza 
While I am at the boardwalk 

And then riding rides 

If it is raining 
I’ll play Fortnite in my house 

For hours on end 

 

Summer is the best of the seasons 
For many different reasons 
You can go to the beach, lie down and get a tan 
You can buy a sweet treat from the ice cream man 
You can go to the pool, to take a quick dip 
You can run on the beach, make sure you don’t trip 
You can go to the boardwalk and ride some fun 
 rides 
You can go watch the sunset and look at high tide 
You can go to the zoo, if you think that is fun 
Do whatever you want in the sweet summer sun 
Being bored doesn’t happen 
Every second is fun. You can swim 
And surf and play in the sand 
Chapters fly by as you sit and read your favorite 
 book 

Hating the beach is just crazy 



The sun might be hot 
Summer a bummer- definitely not 
Set up your chair 
And let the breeze blow your hair 
The waves crash down 
You will never frown 
Schools now out 
Let’s get out and about 
3 months worth of fun 

Let’s lay out in the sun 

- Adelia Ogden 

 

 

My Playlist  
 by Bell Dowe 

First is Sublime 
For the summertime 
Then it’s the Safety Dance 
There’s ants in my pants 
Next is a teaser 
From good old Weezer 
Play some Nirvana 
I really wanna 
If  I didn’t mention Curt Cobain 
I’d be really insane 



 “Fear of Being Alone”  

  -by Naada Moustafa 

As I’m standing outside in the forest 

Everything seems so bleak 

I go over my memories 

As if watching a movie 

I click pause on a moment when I seemed happy 

I was smiling surrounded by family and friends 

I remembered how I was full of joy 

Now I sit stranded cold and alone 

My heart has sunk to the bottom 

And there’s no one to help make it rise 

I begin to mellow in my sadness 

As the fear of loneliness takes over me. 

 Swimming 

 - by Blaise McKeown 

I swim in the pool 
Holding my breath long enough 

Kicking my feet fast 

Painting by Shae Pfaff 



“Winter” - by Brody Saltzman 

The winter months like January and December 

Are always the cold ones to remember. 

Then we get to Spring 

with humidity and allergies, that sort of thing. 

We now have summer 

But trust me the endless beach days are no bummer. 

After summer comes Fall 

And, for me, it’s a ball. 

Say goodbye to Fall and hello cold 

It’s winter again, and all blankets are sold. 

 

 

Baseball by James Fuller 

 

“Batter up!” the umpire yells with 
Authority and pride- the 
Students are yelling commands with such 
Enthusiasm- when the outfielder yells 
“Bases loaded… batter at home” 
And Boom the ball goes out of the park 
Loudness fills the park and the students 

Laugh with joy because they won! 



“Baseball x 3”  by Colin McGinn 

Here comes the fastball 

Babe Ruth sends one outta here 

The fans go crazy. 

“Baseball Game”  

Going to a baseball game 

Seeing the future Hall of Fame 

Eating the best snacks 

My favorite, Cracker Jacks. 

A ball is heading my way 

People jump on it like a bird of prey. 

The snap of the glove 

This is my idea of true love. 

Watching with my dad 

At this place I’ll never be mad. 

 

Baseball 

Traditional, Enjoyable 

Fielding, Catching, Hitting 

America’s favorite past-time 

Ballgame 



“Cruel World”  

-by  Nathan Stewart 

The kids were not nice 

I never had any good friends 

Goodbye, you cruel world. 

 

“Beach” 

-by  Jenn Drake 

The beach is my home 

I really love surfboarding 

and I’m too gnarly. 

 

My mom is my hero 
She pulled me out of the whole 
I once was in                                                          
 because of something in the past 
Life is great because of her 
She makes me happy 
Asks me what I want to do 
Loves me even if I make a mistake 

I love my mom! 

- by Nate Yoa 

Painting by Madison 



Thoughts on Forgiveness 

 -by Chris Malmgern 

 

To be forgiven 
For a mistake you have made 

Is a rare event 

 

To forgive someone 
Is the most difficult thing 
To forget the wrongs 
And to make things right 
With them 

It will be very hard to do 

 

Forgive 
Excuse, Pardon, Absolve, Remit 

It is almost impossible to forgive and forget 

 

“Love” by Eva Collins 

Ah, to be in love 

how wonderful, yet tragic 

sad, when the heart breaks. 



“Love” by Adrianna Mormile 

             Love 

             Hearts, Red 

            Confusing, Painful, Annoying 

Sad, Happy, Excited, Caring 

Happiness 

 

 

 

 

“Planets” by Justin Popdan 

The planets are big, 

They move and fly through each day, 

I like the planets. 

 

“Airships” by Jesse Coombs 

Airships in the sky 

Slowly watching all of us 

Uprising is here. 

Painting by Emily Van Artsdalen 



“Emotions” by Bella Menzano 

I am mostly sad 

However, I am quite rad 

Even when its bad. 

 

“Love Can Change the World”  

Love can change the world 

It brings people together 

Love is beautiful. 

By: Jessica Rippman 

 

 

Painting by Grace Abadie 



 

 

 

 

 

“Seasons”  

-by Devon Peckiconis 

Seasons arrive fast 

Then they are gone in a flash 

Appreciate them 

“Summer”   

-by Devon Peckiconis 

Summer 

Hot, Sunny 

Swimming, Tanning, Enjoying 

No stress of school 

Season 



 

Nature -by  Nevada LaRoche 

Nature 

Beautiful, big 

Moon, stars, sun 

Makes me feel good 

Earth 

“Butterfly” -by Jules Olsen 

Here’s a butterfly 

With wings so big and pretty 

Flying high away. 

Painting by 

Erica Hearon 



“Routine” -by Katie Suter 

I wake up every day 

By now it seems quite gray. 

I do the same old thing 

I think I’ve lost my spring. 

I’ve even changed the way I step 

I wish I didn’t lose my pep. 

All the days are blending together 

My mood these days depends on the 

weather. 

I’m just going through the motions of life 

My motivation is no longer rife. 

 

“Deal With It” - by Katie Suter 

Life is bitter sweet 

There is no escaping it 

So just deal with it. 

 

 



“Time” -by Kaya Thomas 

I don’t like when time goes by slow, 

As it feels like forever, don’t you know. 

I don’t like when time goes by fast, 

All the memories already in the past. 

Time ages you, 

You probably already knew. 

Tick Tock 

There goes the clock! 

Oh how delicate is time 

For it to be wasted is such a crime. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Limerick 

There once was a turkey named Chummy 

Mom thought that he might be quite yummy 

He waddled far away 

It was Thanksgiving Day 

But still ended up in my tummy 

 Lexi Cremin. 

 

“Christmas”-by Daniel Tannenbaum 

Christmas is special 

Family and loving time 

Best time of the year. 

 

I am grateful for many things, 

The sizzle of a hot turkey, 

The splash of gravy hitting the food, 

The chatter of friends and families talking. 

-by Keaton Thomas 

 



Fall Couplets by Lexi Cremin 

Fall is a time for the soccer season 

It’s the time where it starts to get freezin’ 

Golden, crisp leaves falling softly from                  

 almost bare trees 

Lifting and falling in a hushed  

 gentle breeze 

Slowly dropping to the soft cushioned 

 ground 

Whispering and rustling a soothing sound 

The leaves are changing and so is                      

 he weather 

Time to put away the shorts and                       

 bring out the sweater 

Halloween is near and Thanksgiving                  

 is coming 

My favorite time of the year it’s becoming. 

 

 



 

Fishing Poems  

-by Jacob Kronemeyer 

 

Tossing the bait far 

Hitting the bait very hard 

Reeling in the gar 

 

Holding the fish high 

Happy to have won the fight 

Happy for its bite 

 

Open spoil free fall 

Casting in a group of fish 

Catching a big one 



Flinging the lure across the pond with ease 

Inching your way back, catching the eye                     

 of the fish 

Seeing the splash as the fish strikes                    

 your lure 

Holding your catch in your hand with pride 

Interested fish swims close to your lure 

Nothing strikes it 

Gathering your stuff to head home just to 

 return for the same battle tomorrow 

Painting by Logan Patro 



 

Thematic Poems on Anxiety  

-by Maggie Boyle 

 

I have to impress 

I have to exceed perfect 

But really, for whom? 

Constantly doubting 
What I could possibly be 

No confidence left 

Anxiety bars 
Restricting positive thoughts 

Trapped in my own mind 

 

 

Striving for more than I can handle 
To the point where I am mentally unable 
Reassuring myself “I am capable” 
Everyone is so supportive 
So I cannot take that gift for granted 

Stop saying “I Can’t!” 



The 
Thoughts 

Cannot escape 
My head as if 

There is a locked door 
Holding them inside 

Open the 

Door 

 

 

Note: the following  Concrete Poem                             
was originally written 

 in the shape of a tear drop: 

 

One single tear  

can and will  

start a tsunami. 

Let it go  

and it will release                                 

everything inside. 



Teaching little kids to dance. 
Having Fun at CMDC!  
Asking friends to help me on the new 
 step I was absent for. 
Kicking my legs as high I can trying to 
 touch my nose. 
Sitting down watching my peers                 
 practice their routines. 

The amazing dance teachers who                
 help me! 

Outstanding recitals in June! 

Dancing in Disney 2018! 
Assisting my friends in the dance when 
 they're absent 
Neatness of dances 

Exciting groups bonding! 

-by  Izzy Yorio 

 

 

Painting by Tessa Rutherford 



 

 

 

 

 

 

T is for Trust that I have for my mom  

H is for Honestly I have with my friends 

A is for Annoying my sibling  

N is for Never giving up 

K is for a name like Kylee because                             

 not a lot have it 

S is for sisters because they help you a lot 

G is for Grandmothers because they give 

 you money 

I is for Ideas because I wouldn’t be                     

 writing this 

V is for Very nice friends and l                                

 long weekends 

I is for Ice cream after your meal 

N is for No school when we have                

 Thanksgiving break 

G is for Grandfathers because they help you 

 -by Kylee Wlash 



 

 

 

 

 

 

I am thankful for 

America and everything I believe in, 

My family and all my wonderful friends, 

The school I love, where my mind develops, 

Heart and what it’s made out of, 

A wonderful world that is supportive                       

 of my dreams, 

No one is ever cruel to me, 

Kindness in this world, 

From all chaos there is a chance                     

 to bring peace, 

Undivided nation, 

Life and how wonderful it is. 

- by Bell Dowe 

Painting by Eric Mendoza 



Inspired by SpongeBob  

 -Written by Kyle Batis 

I am a goofy goober… I 

Am thankful for Spongebob 

Mr. Krabs is in there 

The Krusty Krabs  
Having a krabby patty  
At the Krusty Krabs  
N is for anywhere and anytime down here  
 in the deep blue sea 

“Krusty krabs is unfair” they sing 

F is for friends who do stuff together  
U is for u and me 

Living in a pineapple under the sea 

 

 

Zentangle by Riley Sientki 



I am thankful for... 

A family that has affection 

My blond curly hair 

The teachers that teach me new 

 things 

Happy friends that make my day 

Awesome climate to see different 

 seasons 

New things 

Krusty Krab pizza 

Fulfillment in sports. 

Unicorns that fill your imagination 

Little fishes that swim through the 

 ocean 

Frost on the ground to make it feel 

 like winter 

Our wonderful world that we live in 

Rainy storms for firing waves 

- by Zeb Hinker 

 

 

Painting by Cali Flosdorf 



 

 

 

I- I am thankful for Football 

A- a rough sport 
M- middle linebacker 

T- tackling 

H- hitting hard 

A- a “go to” rout for me  
N- neutralizing my aggression  
K- keeping me on track  
F- focusing my ability   
U- ultimate stress, anger, and depression 
 reliever   
L- loving athletes  

- by Aiden Gregg 

Paper Weaving by Maya Eppenbach                                       



 

 

 

Slope Song Project 

 - by Kaylin O’Neill and Maggie Boyle 

Slope is dope, slope is dope, slope is really dope. 
M means slope, and slope is rise over run, hey! 
Horizontal lines are zero, and verticals undefined. 
Positive slopes go up, while negatives go down. 
The numbers 1 and 2 in x1 and y2 are called             
 subscripts in slope formula. 
Y2 minus y1 in the numerator, 
X2 minus x1 in the denominator. 
Slope is dope, slope is dope, slope is really dope. 
The distance up and down divided by the               
 distance side to side, hey! 
Perpendicular lines are opposites. 
Parallel are the same. 
Four quadrants in a graph for the lines to go on. 
Rise is always up, run is always out. 
And x and y coordinate in a line. 
Y equals m (x) plus b, in y intercept form. 
M and b are constants in that formula. 
Slope is dope, slope is dope, slope is really dope. 
Slope always tells you how steep a line is, hey! 
Horizontal lines are zero, and verticals undefined. 

Positive slopes go up, while negatives go down. 

Paper Weaving by                            

Landon Alverez 



The Jingle Bell Slope Song 

 -by Kayden Elwell and Julia Hill 

Slope Slope Slope 

Slope Slope Slope 

Slope goes all the way 

Oh what fun slope can be 

When it’s rise over run 

Hey! 

Slope Slope Slope 

Slope Slope Slope 

Slope goes all the way 

Oh what fun slope can be 

When it’s rise over run 

The distance up and down 

Divided by the sides 

Slope is really fun 

And it’s rise over run 

Positive slope goes up 

And negative slope goes down 

Oh what fun slope is 

When we sing the slope song 

Hey! 

Slope Slope Slope 

Slope Slope Slope 

Slopes go all the way 

Oh what fun slope is 

When you read it left to right 

 

 



Math Song 

 -by Jules Mendo 

It’s not about the grade,                                       

 It’s about learning 

What’s that? 

Learning is when you… 

Learning is… 

It’s like… 

It’s kinda… 

Sorta like a… 

What is learning? 

Let me spell it out for you 

L is for learning slope 

E is for earning that grade 

A is for the angle that the slope 

gives 

R is for re- reading the problem 

N is for not giving up 

I is for incorrect answer 

N is for negative slopes going down 

G is for positive slopes going up 

Now you know what                                        

 learning is all about  

Remember to always  

be a positive not a negative  

Always go up instead of down 

 

 

Painting by Riley Kabusk 



Parallel lines cut by a transversal  

When you put this together u get a reversal 

The angles are 1 to 8 but                                          

 we’re just getting started aye 

When you have angles 1 to 8  

 you make them erase!  

Just kidding that’s not what you do  

Ur gonna have adjacent so stay cool too 

The transversal line leaves angles                              

 side to side that add up to 180 baby 

So remember you no going over 180 or                   

 It’s gonna get shady 

Refrain:  180 Baby! Don’t get Shady! 180 Baby!      

      Don’t get Shady! 180 Baby! 

So that’s all I gotta say 

Of course I’m not the Fray  

But never stay doing the transversal lines way 

Refrain 180 Baby! Don’t get Shady! 180 Baby!  

 Don’t get Shady! 180 Baby! 

- by Rob Cumminsky 



Acrostic Poems about Selena               

(Slain Mexican-American Tejano Singer) 

After watching the movie and learning about the 

singer Selena, students had a choice to write an 

acrostic poem using her name or the names of any 

of the key figures in her life.   

 

-by A’miyah Goolsby 

Strong 

Excellent 

Lady 

Every time she’s on stage, and is 

Nice to her fans.  she’s 

Amazing!!! 

 

-by Riley Pelham 

So good at singing 

Everybody loved her 

Loud and caring 

Everybody cares 

Now, we still miss her 

And people still listen 

What’s in a Name?  by  Rylee Konczyk 



-by Hannah McNair 

Seriously loved music 

Encouraging 

Loves family 

Entertaining 

Nothing brought her down 

Amazing Singer 

 

-by Jacob Poullott 

Smart 

Excellent 

Loving 

Elopes against her father 

Never put herself down 

Artist 

 

- by Miles Chadwick 

Cared about Selena 

Has an awesome guitar 

Rock star 

Instrumentally talented 

Selena’s husband 

Paper Weaving by                 

Allsion Hunter 



- by Kamryn Ratchford 

So amazing 

Even prettier than a flower 

Loves her fans 

Even Jennifer (Lopez) can’t top her 

Never forgotten 

Always chasing her dreams 

 

- by Andrew Clark                                                                             

(Based on Selena’s Husband                             

Chris Perez & movie) 

Can feel the family’s pain 

Has a great cast 

Respectful movie 

Is close to real life 

Strong message 

 

- by  Ryan Dougherty 

Started with her family 

Extraordinary talent 

Lived a short life (23) 

Even won a Grammy 

Never lived to her full potential 

Always wanted to sing 

Zentangle by                       

Amber Muller 



   I am kind and funny 

I wonder when dogs bark are they talking 

I hear my barking dogs 

I see the blue sky 

I want to live in Florida 

I am kind and funny 
 
 

               I pretend I am standing on clouds 

I feel happy 

I touch the clouds when I stand on them 

I worry about never seeing my brothers 

I cry when I think about my dogs 

I am kind and funny 

 
 

I understand I can’t fly 

I say never give up 

I dream that my mom and stepdad will get married 

I try to keep people smiling 

I hope I pass 8th grade 

I am kind and funny 

                 
 -by Alyssa Torelli 

 
 
 

What’s in a Name? 

by Reagan Morrison 



 
 
 
 

I am Funny and Artistic 

  I hear the ocean waves hit the bay 

I see the sun setting with a bit of                    
purple and pink 

I want to be successful in life 

I am Funny and Artistic 

 

I feel the salty breeze 

I touch the white beautiful sand 

I worry about my patience 

I cry when someone I love dies 

I am Funny and Artistic 

 

I understand that I do YouTube 

I say I believe in Santa 

I dream of world peace 

I try to be an MLG Pro 

I hope to find real love 

I am Funny and Artistic 

 

Joel Rodriguez 

Drawing by Joel Rodriguez 



I Am by Lily Fredericks 
 

I am kind and loyal                                                            

I wonder where the history of                                            

my last name came from. 

I hear words talking. 

I see words dancing. 

I want to help people. 

I am kind and loyal. 

I pretend to fly high. 

I feel I can fly. 

I touch my wings. 

I cry when I miss my family and friends. 

I am kind and loyal. 

I understand I am smarter then I think. 

I say try harder. 

I dream of being famous. 

I try to pay attention more. 

I hope my dreams will come true. 

I am kind and loyal. 

Zentangle by Mya Salisin 



I Am –by Trista Haggerty 

                                                             
I am nice and loyal 

I wonder how chalk is made 

I hear voices in my head 

I see blue and purple unicorns 

I want a new puppy 

I am nice and loyal 
 

I pretend I’m a unicorn 

I feel like I’m dancing on rainbows 

I touch clouds 

I worry about my baby brother 
I cry when I think of my old dog 

I am nice and loyal 
 

I understand weather 
I say, “Hold you head high princess                        

your crowns not that heavy” 
I dream that I am a unicorn 

I try to pay attention in class 

I hope I get a puppy 

I am nice and loyal 

Painting by Angelina Almodovar 



 

 

 

Life is just like a mirror 

If you do bad things                                            

 it will reflect on you 

If you make bad choices                                 

 it will reflect on you 

just make good choices 

So the mirror reflects                              

 the good in you 

-by Colin Adams 

Zentangles by  

Faith Gallagher and Shae Bonner 



The Bear and the Fish 
  

 The story of the bear and the fish. 

There once was a bear, his name was 

Barry,  and there was a fish named Nemo. 

The bear was going for his daily walk and 

came upon a river and saw a fish stuck in 

seaweed. He was hungry so he decided it 

would be an easy snack. The bear picked 

up the fish and went to go eat it, when he 

heard a voice say, “Wait, please don't eat 

me.”  The bear replied, “And why should I 

listen to a fish that was dumb enough to get 

stuck in seaweed?”  “Because, I can 

help you one day,” the fish said.  

The bear laughed and said, “Ok, fine. I 

don't know how a fish that can't even leave 

water will help me.”  

 The fish replied,  “Thank you. By the 

way my name is Nemo.” The bear dropped 

the fish back in the water. 

 A few days later the bear decided to 

go for a swim, so he went to the river. He 

had to cross a stream to get there like nor-

mal, as he walked across 

 he stepped right on a bear trap. If he  



didn’t get out he was in trouble. He was 

sure to get caught by the hunters if he 

stayed there. Then he heard a voice. “See, I 

told you I could help you one day,” the fish 

said.  

 “Oh thank you,” the bear said, “but 

how is a fish supposed to get me out of a 

bear trap. I can't even get me out of a bear 

trap.”  

 “I will,” the fish said as he swam 

away. The fish hurried back up the stream 

with what looked like a hundred friends. 

The fish pried the bear trap off of his foot 

so the bear could get away. The bear said, 

“Thank you. I will never underestimate 

anyone ever again!” 

 

The moral of the story was to never  under-

estimate someone or hurt  someone                                

because they are an easy target. 

By: Eric Fabian  

 

 

Painting by Nevaeh Wise 



                      Snakeno and Mia the Fox 

   - by Lily Fredericks 

 

 In the land of Snake Valley there is a 

woods full of foxes and tall green trees. 

On a beautiful night as the moon shone  and the 

calm wind blow through the grass and trees,  Mia, 

the fox was walking with a basket full of apples. 

Snakeno watched her thinking to himself what a 

beautiful fox. He had to meet her. He called for 

her saying, “Oh fox may I help you with those  

apples”?                        

 “Who’s there? Show yourself!” 

 “I’m Snakeno”, he said coming out of a 

bush. 

           “Get away from me snake!” Mia dropped 

her apples and ran away. Snakeno was upset but 

determined to find the fox and give her apples.                

He followed her paw prints and found her home. 

Snakeno knocked on the door. A fox with light 

blue eyes wearing little bows in her orange coat 

opened the door. The fox screamed and called for 

her parents. 

    A big fox with a white coat came running 

and asked the snake, “What do you want?” 

 “One of your foxes dropped some apples in 

the woods”. The snake saw the beautiful fox he 

saw earlier hiding behind him. 

 “There she is,the fox behind you,” said 

Snakeno. 

 “You mean my wife Mia ,you stupid 

snake”. 

 “Mia that’s a beautiful name”! 



 The tall strong fox slammed the door in 

Snakeno’s face. Snakeno slithered away in despair 

but he would not give up. The fox was too                       

beautiful to let go. He waited to see her in the 

woods but she never came his way. Then one night 

again he saw her. 

  “Mia I just would like to talk to you”.    

  “Snake it’s you isn’t it. Just leave me  

alone. I know all  you want is to capture me”. 

           “No I do not’” Snakeno said, coming out 

from the bush once again.  

 “Your eyes,  they’re so beautiful snake,” 

said Mia nervously. 

     “I just wanted to say your the most                    

beautiful fox I’ve ever seen in my life”. 

 “Well thank you snake, What is your name 

if  I might ask?” 

 “Snakeno”, he said now smiling with joy. 

       “Come on an adventure with me I can 

teach you anything you want he said. 

 “Teach me Snakeno how to not  be afraid 

anymore”. So Snakeno taught Mia not to be afraid. 

He showed her just because he’s different doesn't 

mean he’s a monster or a freak. And some years 

later, after her husband was no longer,  they were 

married. Mia learned to 

not be afraid to be                       

different.                         
 
 



Thematic Poems about Words  
- by Lahna Naputi 

 

Words flow like the Nile 

Pencils dance across paper 

Frees me from the world 

With great pleasure do I hold 

Offering stories to be told 

Roads to far off lands they lead 

Daring adventures shall unfold 

Should my worlds you greatly heed 

 

Words 

Expressions, commands, statements, inquiries 

Can hurt, harm, heal or reveal                                      

 the fate of all mankind 

Painting by                   

Dempsy Ryan 



A Memoir Writing 

My heart was pounding with anticipated 
excitement as the day I had been                
waiting my whole life for had finally 
come. Today - I was to be baptized.  
For all eight years of my life in Primary 
and Sunday school, I had heard all 
about the many wonderful gifts that I 
would receive when I was baptized. In 
my imaginative eight year old mind, all  
I could envision was a great abundance 
of gifts being showered unto me, like a 
Christmas morning in June or an early 
birthday. However, little did I know, the 
gift I was about to receive was far 
greater than a present wrapped up in 
ornate paper and a pretty bow.  

 I was always taught that it was 
my choice and my choice only to be 
baptized. I was told that if I used my 
agency to be baptized, my sins would 
be washed away and I would be able  
to experience the divine blessings of 
the gospel in its entirety. Then images 
flashed rapidly in my mind of me                       
furiously raging at my little brother. I 
pictured my eyes popping out of my 



head with my eyebrows furrowing to a 
V and my jaw tightly clenched with fury. 
Feelings of guilt and contrition                    
overcame me as I thought to myself;                        
I most definitely want that to go away. 
But more importantly, I desired that 
amazing gift my teachers spoke so ad-
mirably of.  

 So on June 2, 2012 the day at 
last had arrived. I was handed a                 
jumpsuit, pure as snow, to wear. After               
I put on the jumpsuit, the procession               
began. We sang an opening hymn; a 
sweet symphony of soft reverent voices 
gave the room a hushed sense of                    
serenity. Then a kind lady offered our 
opening prayer. The words she spoke I 
could not remember as my thoughts 
were focused on what was yet to come. 
Two girls, Emma and Katie, were                
baptized first. As I watched my friends 
silently enter into the clear, glistening 
water, my eyes widened with curiosity 
and my mouth crept into a large                           
O-shape in wonder at the glorious      
sight I be held.  

 I’m next I thought. I then walked 



through the large stall, which lead to                 
the baptismal font. Butterflies fluttered 
in my stomach as my legs grew weak 
with nervousness yet my heart grew 
light and feelings of joy and                
determination grew within me. I crept 
slowly down into the water.                                 
Step, Step, Step. I was then greeted  
by my dad’s smiling face. I faced my 
dad and tightly grasped his left arm 
with my right hand. My dad held his 
right hand high in the air. Though my 
dad seemed joyful, I could tell he was 
slightly nervous too. “Lahna Fayeth 
Naputi,” my dad began. “Having been 
commissioned of Jesus Christ,” My dad 
spoke with power and authority, his 
words echoing in my ears. I looked out 
into the gathering and was met with a 
crowd of eager faces. Their eyes gazed 
upon me with great intent and wonder 
as I had looked upon the girls baptized 
before me. “I baptize you in the name 
of the Father, and of the Son, and of 
the Holy Ghost. Amen.” He then                         
lowered me and I was fully immersed in 
the water.  

  



 The water was as warm as a 
fleece blanket, wrapping me in its          
loving arms, hugging me gently. Then, 
after what seemed like an eternity, 
though it was only but a split second, I 
arose from the water. I cannot even   
begin to describe the overwhelming 
feelings of love and peace I felt at that 
moment. I felt at peace with the world, 
at peace with all those I have ever 
wronged and all who have ever 
wronged me, and, most importantly,            
at peace with myself. I was a rainbow 
after the rain had cleansed my world of 
all iniquity. I can now one day return to 
my father in Heaven, and live with him 
again, I pondered. At that moment I 
knew that despite all the obstacles and 
hardships I may be faced with in life, 
whatever they may be, everything was 
going to be alright. All is well. I thought. 
All is well. 

 - byLahna Naputi 

 



 

Thank you to all of  

the staff and students 

who have shared their 

inspiration and their 

talent. Without which 

this magazine would 

not be possible. 


